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Introduction
The linear difference-in-differences (DID) model is a benchmark tool in the program evaluation literature (e.g., Ashenfelter, 1978; Ashenfelter and Card, 1985) . At its core, a treatment effect is the difference between two potential outcomes, with potential outcomes being a function of treatment status (Rubin, 1974) . The fundamental problem is that units are never observed in both treated and untreated states (Holland, 1986) , and identification requires comparison of treated units to untreated (control) units. In the standard DID design, observations i = (1, 2, . . . , n) are observed in two time periods, T ∈ {0, 1}, and are grouped via D ∈ {0, 1} such that D i = 1 indicates treatment. Given a vector of time-varying covariates, X it , the standard DID equation is:
in which ν i is an unobservable time-invariant individual effect and ε it is a mean zero error term that is uncorrelated with D it and T it . It is straightforward to accommodate additional time periods. The identifying assumptions require correct linear specification of the conditional mean, a homogeneous effect of treatment, and the parallel-trends assumption that absent treatment both treated and untreated units evolve along the same temporal path. Strong or weak ignorability (unconfoundedness) is assumed as well, implying that treatment assignment is independent of the outcome, eventually conditional on X it and ν i . Maintaining these assumptions and suppressing the subscript, the conditional average treatment effect, AT E(x) is: 
or the difference in the conditional differences over time between the treated and control units. From equations (1) and (2) it follows that AT E = α 4 . Typically, equation (1) is estimated with ordinary least squares (OLS), and a rejection of H 0 : α 4 = 0 via a t-test is evidence of a significant causal effect. One requirement embedded in this well-known design is that the stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA) holds. The crucial relevance of this assumption has been established by Rubin (1978 Rubin ( , 1990 . Angrist et al. (1996, p. 446) point out that "SUTVA implies that potential outcomes for person i are unrelated to the treatment status of other individuals." Identification of causal effects in the traditional DID setup is no longer valid in situations in which the SUTVA assumption is violated. Adjustments are clearly needed: in determining the treatment effect, it no longer suffices to only consider one's own treatment status, but the treatment status of other observation units has to be taken into account as well. Violation of the SUTVA assumption is also referred to as "interference" or "social interactions" and has been a topic of research in various disciplines, including economics (Manski, 2013) . Theoretical and empirical analyses that explicitly consider the potential outcomes framework and its associated assumptions in a spatial context are still few and far between (Verbitsky-Savitz and Raudenbush, 2012; Feser, 2013; Gibbons et al., 2015) .
It is obvious that in the case in which outcomes are at least in part the result of spatial interactions, the SUTVA assumption is violated. Consider the following examples. In development economics, imagine a farmer education program that has been designed to improve crop yields by enhancing farming ability through education/experience. Casual communication among farmers within a village may be sufficient to evoke indirect treatment effects, in which treated and untreated farmers benefit from treatment (knowledge) of others. In environmental economics a pollution prevention program, in which participating firms focus on implementation of sustainable management practices targeted at air-borne pollution, may affect the air quality of nearby areas, depending on prevailing wind directions. In urban economics the implementation of urban planning and building restrictions in a city will result in an interrelated web of impacts on land and housing prices across different neighborhoods, eventually even including nearby cities.
Our contribution is to develop a spatially explicit DID model that takes into account the possibility of spatial correlation in treatment assignment, and concurrently allows for the identification of spatial interaction in treatment responses. 1 The use of the term "spatial interaction" is deliberate. It refers to the fact that both direct and indirect treatment effects exist. The latter are sometimes referred to as "spillovers" or "network effects", resulting from contagion, displacement, communication, social comparison, or signaling (Gerber and Green, 2012) . The existence of such spillovers or network effects obviously creates (additional) spatial correlation in the treatment responses. To remain agnostic to the underlying mechanisms and to avoid confusion, we simply refer to treatment effects as being either direct or indirect. We also note that the term "spatial interaction" implies that a convincing causal mechanism should be available for the causal interpretation to be viable. In other words, existing spatial patterns due to spatial sorting need to be excluded as a potential source for spatially correlated treatment effects. This is akin to the well known ignorability assumption evoked in the traditional DID setup (see Imbens and Wooldridge, 2009) .
We assume treatment is binary, and restrict our focus to spatial interaction in the treatment effects that are "local", as opposed to "global". This means that the spatial effects are restricted to immediate neighbors, defined on the basis of contiguity or distance. 2 In effect, this amounts to assuming that SUTVA holds outside the bounds of immediate neighbors. In the context of the farming example one might assume that SUTVA holds between villages, but local spatial interaction and hence SUTVA violation is allowed for within villages. Generally, however, the only requirement for our approach to be valid is that SUTVA holds across some particular dimension of the sample space; it is not necessarily restricted to a discernable within-between situation. Under these general circumstances, a simple extension of the standard DID setup using spatial econometric tools allows us to estimate the AT E, which we decompose into a direct ("own") and indirect ("neighbor") treatment effect. Our spatial DID model is straightforward to implement, and our Monte Carlo exercises illustrate excellent finite sample performance.
Spatial Difference-in-Differences
Maintaining the notation in equation (1), imagine a data setup where we have n cross-sectional, spatial observations for two time periods. These spatial observations can either represent points or areas. In the latter case, the spatial system can consist of a regular or irregular lattice structure. We operationalize local spatial interaction in outcomes using the spatial lag operator L s , defined as W s , where W s is a (2n × 2n) block-diagonal row-standardized spatial weights matrix containing non-zero elements for spatial units belonging to contiguity class s (Anselin, 1988) . The contiguity class can include immediate (or first-order) neighbors with a common border, or first-and higherorder neighbors (neighbors of the neighbors, etc.), or observational units within a certain cut-off distance-as long as the number of neighbors is restricted and does not extend to the entire spatial system. Spatial interaction in outcomes is defined as
which I is an appropriately sized identity matrix, ρ is the spatial autoregressive parameter, and • signals element-by-element multiplication (Hadamard product). In addition we distinguish random treatment assignment D from spatially correlated treatment assignmentD. 3 Four different situations are then easily defined. Equation (1) corresponds to the standard DID approach; the other three cases are:
which are defined combining random or correlated treatment assignment with spatially isolated or spatially interacted treatment effects. The question is whether the different constellations described above require a spatially explicit reparameterization of equation (1). It is evident that in the case of equation (3) the SUTVA assumption is not violated. Moreover, we know that even with the presence of spatially correlated exogenous covariates the unbiasedness, consistency, and efficiency properties of OLS are unaltered (Anselin, 1988) . Hence, application of the standard DID approach should lead to proper identification and estimation of the average treatment effect.
The situations with spatial interaction in the responses, equations (4) and (5), are different. Obviously, the SUTVA assumption is violated and indirect effects should be explicitly modeled. One common approach is to meticulously identify all treatment and control groups and apply a difference-in-difference-in-differences technique (Imbens and Wooldridge, 2009) . 4 There are several disadvantages to such an approach. First, the number of treatment and control groups becomes unwieldy and makes the approach very inefficient in small samples. Second, since there are no restrictions on the estimated parameters one may be confronted with illogical "bouncing beta's"; for instance, the situation where the treatment effect of having two treated neighbors may be greater than the treatment effect of having four treated neighbors. We therefore suggest a slightly more structured approach by explicitly modeling the spatial structure.
Without loss of generality we can describe the cases with spatial interaction in the responses by the following model:
in which α 4 = ρα 3 , and D now refers to random or spatially correlated treatments. We assume ρ = 0 so that the model does not revert to the standard DID equation. Erroneously omitting the 3 The relationship between D andD is not straightforwardly defined using the spatial lag operator, since both D andD are restricted to be binary. The dose variables simply provide information about the location of the treated points or areas, and can in practice never be observed simultaneously. Given the binary nature of the dose variable, join count statistics can be used to determine whether the dose exhibits spatial autocorrelation (Cliff and Ord, 1981) .
4 A spatial setting with local indirect effects to and from neighbors implies that, instead of defining a single treatment and a single control group, multiple treatment and control groups would have to be defined such that units with different numbers of treated neighbors would fall into different treatment and control groups. In the simple case of a (10 × 10) spatial grid and adjacency defined on the basis of sharing a border or a vertex, the number of groups based on spatially interactive responses is already 9, and this needs to be multiplied by 2 depending on whether own treatment is 0 or 1.
spatially lagged term on the right hand side renders standard DID biased and inconsistent, because of the omitted variable problem.
Given equation (6), it is straightforward to derive a conditional AT E in this spatial setting as the difference between treated and control units. The treated units may be subject to indirect treatment effects caused by treated neighbors (wd ∈ W D such that 0 < wd ≤ 1). The control group is defined as the group that is not treated at all; neither directly, nor indirectly (W D = 0).
The AT E is then obtained as:
where W D is the average proportion of treated neighbors, which can also be interpreted as the probability of the neighbors being treated. In many geographies and treatment settings, the probability of your neighbors being treated will asymptotically be equal to the probability of own treatment. Several interesting observations follow from equation (8). First, in the case of spatially interactive treatment responses the AT E becomes a function of the magnitude of the direct effect of treatment, the strength of the local spatial interaction, and the probability of being treated. The relevance of treatment probability in our spatial approach resembles the pivotal role of the probability of being treated in propensity score matching approaches. Second, the standard DID estimator, AT E = α 3 , is clearly biased. Third, given equation (7), one can write the AT E as a (non)linear dose-response-type function of indirect treatment. One advantage of this formulation is that the AT E can be evaluated at any wd ∈ (0, 1). This may give rise to interesting comparisons, for instance, the impact of (only) indirect treatment for some 0 < wd ≤ 1 can be compared to the impact of direct treatment with wd = 0. Finally, it is easy to see that the AT E in equation (8) can be decomposed into an average direct treatment effect (ADT E), and an average indirect treatment effect (AIT E).
The ADT E is defined as the difference between treated and control units, both differenced over time:
where the ADT E is identified by setting indirect treatment W D to zero. The conditional AIT E is defined as the difference between indirectly treated units and control units, both differenced over time:
5 It is easy to show that the AIT E is identical for treated and untreated units.
It is important to notice that in all cases, the necessary control group consists of units that are neither treated directly nor indirectly.
Monte Carlo Simulations
Our spatially explicit DID setup is a straightforward extension of the benchmark DID model, and is easily estimated using standard regression and matrix multiplication tools. To provide a brief illustration of the performance of our approach, we consider Monte Carlo simulations for the following data generating process (DGP):
with R it for the responses, and all other notation as before. We generate ε it ∼ N (0, 1). Key aspects of our DGP are as follows:
First, we drawẊ it−1 from a standard normal and calculateẊ it using a common trend for the treatment and control group with a = 1.02 and ν i ∼ N (0, (a − 1) 2 ). Second, we stack these variables in X and potentially allow this conditioning variable to be spatially autocorrelated through a given autoregressive parameter , and a row-standardized block-diagonal matrix with first-order queen weights on a regular lattice. The parameter is not recovered in the estimation, but this conditioning variable allows us to incorporate an initial situation of spatial sorting into the model. Third, the sorting variable is clearly correlated with the binary treatments defined in (c) above, which are generated using a Bernoulli distribution for the normally distributed treatment probabilities Φ(X t−1 ). As a result, we can investigate the impact of violating the ignorability assumption, because D it and y it are only conditionally independent, which implies that X it should be included in the DID model to maintain unconfoundedness. Finally, the responses are potentially autocorrelated due to spatial interaction. The simulations are conducted with 1,000 replications, maintaining α k = 1, ∀k, and varying = {0, 0.9}, ρ = {0, 0.50, 0.90} and n = {100, 900, 2500}. 6 We basically compare two different DID estimators: the traditional DID estimator from equation (1), and our suggested spatial DID estimator given in equation (6). These are labeled DID and SDID, respectively. In addition we investigate the same estimators, but we add the potentially spatially correlated conditioning variable X to the estimated equation; these estimators are labeled DIDX and SDIDX, respectively. Table 1 concisely presents the simulation results in terms of bias and root mean squared error (RMSE) of the AT E estimator provided in equation (8).
Several interesting conclusions emerge from Table 1 . In the situation with random treatment assignment and no spatial interaction in outcomes, the performance of all estimators is satisfactory. In particular, DIDX achieves the smallest bias and the lowest RMSE because in this case DIDX is perfectly specified. This superior performance of DIDX is reinforced if we allow treatment assignment to be spatially correlated. However, in that case our suggested SDID estimator is severely biased, because it overestimates the AT E due to the violation of the ignorability assumption. That is, the SDID estimator incorrectly interprets the spatial sorting in X to be spatial interaction in the outcome. In the case where there is spatial interaction, DID and DIDX are obviously biased and inconsistent. They underestimate the AT E, because the SUTVA assumption is violated and these estimators do not account for the positive spatial interaction. In the case where there is both spatial sorting and spatial interaction, the SDID estimator is biased and inconsistent, because even although it accounts for the spatial interaction, it fails to recognize the violation of the ignorability assumption. The effect of spatial sorting is picked up as a treatment effect, which it is not. Overall, the situation of treatment assignment being spatially correlated rather than random does not affect the different estimators much, except for the SDID estimator that erroneously attributes spatial sorting to spatial interaction. The performance of the SDIDX estimator is superior, meaning it is unbiased and consistent in all situations encompassed by our Monte Carlo design.
Conclusion
We develop a difference-in-differences estimator for data that exhibit local spatial interaction. As long as the spatial interaction is local, it is possible to define a proper control group of observations that are untreated, neither directly nor indirectly. We use this control group, as well as the assumption of structured spatial interactions to identify the average treatment effect that depends on a treated unit's own treatment as well as the share of proximate neighbors that also receive treatment. This AT E parameter can be decomposed into an average direct and indirect treatment effect. A logical next step will be to consider global spatial correlation and interaction in order to see which changes to the standard approach are needed to develop an appropriate spatial differencein-difference estimator for the global case. For the local case developed here, we consider an array of different spatial and a-spatial scenarios, and show via Monte Carlo simulations that our spatial DID estimator performs well in finite samples. The simulations do highlight that it is imperative to condition on pre-existing spatially correlated sorting, especially if the sorting is correlated with treatment assignment. The spatial DID estimator should always be implemented with conditioning variables that capture pre-existing observed and unobserved differences across space. We emphasize that our SDIDX estimator draws on a simple spatial correlation mechanism developed in the spatial econometrics literature, and is straightforward for practitioners to apply using a variety of available software. 
Appendix: Detailed simulation results
The simulation results presented in the main text have demonstrated the finite sample performance of our proposed estimator in each of the settings outlined in equations (1) and (3)- (5) for several representative values of key parameters in our Monte Carlo design. In this appendix, we provide a complete set of results for all of the simulations we conducted. In all cases, our DGP is defined as in equation (11), except that here we consider a wider set of combinations of = {0, 0.5, 0.9}, ρ = {0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.90, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, and n = {100, 225, 400, 900, 1600, 2500} corresponding to square regular lattice grids of size {10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50}. We note that under our assumed restriction that spatial interaction is local, ρ is unconstrained. In addition to the AT E, we also report the bias and RMSE for the ADT E and AIT E for the SDID and SDIDX estimators.
The simulation results are reported in Table A1 -A8. The caption of each table indicates whether the numbers reported correspond to the bias or the RMSE, and provide the value for and the range of values for ρ. All tables consider the full range of n, report the AT E for all four estimators, and report the ADT E and AIT E for our two proposed spatial estimators.
Our extended simulation results largely mimic the results summarized in the main text. An additional insight gleaned from these extended simulation results is the performance of the SDID estimator when there is spatial sorting via > 0. As shown previously, the SDID estimator erroneously picks up spatial sorting as if it is spatial interaction; hence the AT E is biased. From the extended simulation results we can see that both the AT E and AIT E are indeed biased, however the ADT E for this estimator is not (see, for instance, Table A3 ). It is clear that the bias in the AT E in this scenario comes from bias in the AIT E.
It is also apparent that the biases shown across the various misspecified models increases with the magnitude of and ρ. For instance, the bias in the SDID estimator when > 0 increases as increases; or, the bias in DID and DIDX induced by ρ increases as ρ increases. The poor performance of DID and DIDX is particularly apparent for ρ ≥ 1, as shown in Tables A7 and A8 . It is worth pointing out that large values of ρ seem less plausible in an empirical setting. Consider, for example, the case in which 50 percent of the neighbors are treated, but the observational unit itself is not. Then, a value of ρ = 2 implies that the indirect interaction with one's neighbors is equivalent to direct treatment of the unit of observation. Clearly, in some empirical cases, and for some values of ρ and W D, this may be plausible. However, we suspect that in general, the value of ρ will not be so large as to imply that indirect treatment has a substantially larger impact than direct treatment. Table A2 : RMSE for different AT E estimators with 0 ≤ ρ < 1 and = 0.
ρ Estimator n = 100 n = 225 n = 400 n = 900 n = 1600 n = 2500 Table A3 : Bias for different AT E estimators with 0 ≤ ρ < 1 and = 0.5. ρ Estimator n = 100 n = 225 n = 400 n = 900 n = 1600 n = 2500 Table A4 : RMSE for different AT E estimators with 0 ≤ ρ < 1 and = 0.5. ρ Estimator n = 100 n = 225 n = 400 n = 900 n = 1600 n = 2500 Table A5 : Bias for different AT E estimators with 0 ≤ ρ < 1 and = 0.9.
ρ Estimator n = 100 n = 225 n = 400 n = 900 n = 1600 n = 2500 Table A6 : RMSE for different AT E estimators with 0 ≤ ρ < 1 and = 0.9. ρ Estimator n = 100 n = 225 n = 400 n = 900 n = 1600 n = 2500 Table A7 : Bias for different AT E estimators with 1 ≤ ρ ≤ 5 and = 0.
ρ Estimator n = 100 n = 225 n = 400 n = 900 n = 1600 n = 2500 Table A8 : RMSE for different AT E estimators with 1 ≤ ρ ≤ 5 and = 0.
ρ Estimator n = 100 n = 225 n = 400 n = 900 n = 1600 n = 2500 
